Description:
HyperGrip Pickup Liquid makes a typical micro style brush
applicator, or dental instrument, become a placement / pick up
instrument. Dip the brush applicator tip into the HyperGrip liquid.
The tip will dry and become tacky or sticky, letting the user pick up
and place thin, delicate veneers, inlays, onlays, tiny screws, and
even heavy crowns. It will pick up any material, including Zirconia,
ǂCEREC, and *e.max® without leaving a residue. Use it to hold
crowns internally when staining. Ideal for retrieving small objects
in difficult to reach areas. Use it to pick up and place orthodontic
brackets, and internal implant screws.
The tacky tip will not release the object until it is pulled off. A HyperGrip coated tip is ideal for holding a
veneer. Use it to turn the veneer over to apply the resin cement on the inside surface of the veneer, then place
the veneer. Repeat the process again for the next veneer. A single applicator can be used for many
placements for the same patient. Use a new placement applicator when needed. Once the veneer is placed,
use the TAUB Veneer Styx Kit (Item 45-1000) (veneer tips or inlay/onlay tips) to hold the veneer while
removing the placement tip. Gently squeeze out the excess cement or move and adjust the veneer and tack
cure.
HyperGrip has enough liquid to make over 400 placement applicators. It is a great cost saving product over
other brands of placement applicator tips and avoids the inconvenience of running out of placement tips.
HyperGrip coated applicator tips will stay tacky for months. The kit comes with 3 applicator holding bottles.
Order Information:
Item #: 51-1000 – HyperGrip Kit
Kit includes: 1 ea. 6mL HyperGrip Pickup Liquid and 3 holding bottles.

Directions for Use:
1. Open HyperGrip Bottle. Face the cap downwards (Fig. 2) onto a mixing pad so any liquid on the underside of the cap
does not run into the cap base. Recap when steps 2 – 9 have been completed.
2. Take up to 8 brush tip applicators at a time making sure that the tips are even with each other. (Fig. 1)
3. Dip only the tips into the liquid in the bottle. (Fig. 2) Do not dip the stem, as this will cause too much liquid (waste) to
go onto the tip.
4. Remove the bundle of brush tips from the bottle. The HyperGrip liquid coating should only coat the applicator tips.
(Fig. 3). To remove excess liquid, hold applicator tips over the bottle opening for about 5 seconds and let liquid drip
back into the bottle. If necessary, brush tips into side of bottle to remove excess (Fig. 1).
5. Place the back ends of the brush applicators into the empty holding bottles provided, so that the tips are facing up and
leaning along the inside of the bottle. (Fig. 4)
6. Gently tap the applicator holding bottle so that the stems separate from each other. (Fig. 4)
7. Let the liquid dry. Typical drying time is about 30 – 40 minutes. When dried, the liquid will turn from milky white to
CLEAR. The brush bristles of the applicators will be seen within the tacky coating. (Higher Humidity may increase drying time.)
8. Three applicator holding bottles are provided so HyperGrip tips will be readily available. (Fig. 5)
9. Cover the bottle holding the brush applicators to keep dust and other contaminates from landing on the tips.
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Placement of Veneers, Inlays, Onlays, Crowns.
1. Take HyperGrip coated applicator and press tip onto surface to pick up.
2. Hold restoration with applicator and apply cement.
3. Place restoration on prepped surface and use Veneer Styx or other positioning instrument for accurate placement and
seating. Once positioning instrument is seating restoration, remove HyperGrip coated applicator.
4. Follow standard procedures and practices to finalize the restoration.
Tips and Tricks:
1. The HyperGrip coated tips will remain sticky for months. Many sticky applicators can be made at a time. (Fig. 5)
2. Make HyperGrip coated tips at night, before leaving the office. They will be ready in advance, rather than waiting 30
minutes before using.
3. Use Isopropyl Alcohol or Rubbing Alcohol to clean and remove any residue from surface.
Storage and Maintenance:
1. Keep tips away from dust, debris, water, as this will affect stickiness.
2. Always cap the bottle after using it. Face the cap down onto a mixing pad so any liquid on the underside of the cap
does not run into the cap base. This helps when reopening the bottle. Should the plastic plug stay on the bottle top
when removing the cap, just reseal the cap and unseal again. The plug is easy to put back into the cap.
ǂ

CEREK materials are manufactured by Dentsply Sirona material. *e.max is a registered trade mark of Ivoclar Vivadent.

